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Introduction

This paper will work through the uneasy relationship between “theory” 
and “history” with the help of  a very famous movie, which for quite 
some time, since its rediscovery in the West in the 1970s, has been an 
object of  � lm critics’ attention and analysis. Thus it is also an attempt 
to bridge history with Cultural Studies.1 The movie in question is Dziga 
Vertov’s “Man with a Movie Camera”.

In the case of  theory and history there is always a question of  how 
exactly the relationships between the two are conceptualized and cor-
respondingly a theoretical history practiced. The simplest and most 
criticized way is the “application” of  the one to the other, taking theory’s 
concepts or models to organize historical material or taking history as a 
system of  knowledge helping to contextualize a theoretical issue, which 
is often reduced to the re-creation of  the supposedly historical “back-
ground.” I’ll try to use history not as a system of  knowledge which helps 
to reconstruct the context understood as historical background against 
which this movie appeared—this approach has been used by � lm critics 
many times, including in Dziga Vertov’s case (the most recent example 
is Robert Graham’s taking Sheila Fitzpatrick’s account of  Soviet cul-
tural revolution and “measuring” of  movie against it). Instead I would 
like to use history as a method, something different from the language 
employed used in � gurative discourses and, as Hayden White has shown 
us, ultimately coming down to four tropes exhausting the historian’s 

1 I am thinking about convergence between history and Cultural Studies along the 
lines suggested in Christina Lutter and Markus Reisenleitner, “Introducing History 
(in)to Cultural Studies: Some Remarks on the German-Speaking Context,” Cultural 
Studies, No. 16(5), 2002, 613.
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repertoire.2 The method I have in mind is something preceding the 
deployment of  poetic tropes—a basic operation that allows for the 
establishment of  either metaphorical, or metonymical, or synechdochal, 
or ironic relationships between objects.

One of  the possible ways to conceptualize this historical method is 
to see it as mimesis, the establishment of  resemblances between things, 
which not until later are encoded as being in a certain relationship. 
This mimesis is something Benjamin de� ned as the “human gift of  
seeing resemblances.”3 Such mimesis seems to be the basic procedure 
to follow even in anti-methods that oppose conventional history like 
the genealogical method proposed by Michel Foucault.4

Besides theoretical history, another hyphenated concept I am con-
cerned with here is social history. In the case of  the latter, one of  
the more important problems it is facing right now seems to be its 
inability to deal with complex texts, a problem that forced some of  its 
more prominent practitioners like Gareth Stedman Jones to switch to 
something very like the old intellectual history. The method of  social 
history is de� nitely intertwined with its ideology and institutional set-
ting but also with a certain kind of  evidence with unprivileged, usually 
incoherent, scraps, bits and pieces of  archival material and seemingly 
incompatible with the works speaking the language, shaping it, being 
the language themselves.

In the case of  the “Man with the Movie Camera,” a work of  art 
created with the help of  a unique means of  cinematography had offered 
and not resorting to the conventional repertoire of  older art forms 
like literature and especially theater, social history or any history for 
that matter seems to be utterly irrelevant. What would happen if  the 
historical method was applied to a text created in a culture that was 
grounded in experimentation with language? Early Soviet cinema saw 
itself  as a language and Dziga Vertov was not an exception in holding 
this view.5

2 Hayden White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in the Nineteenth-Century Europe 
(Baltimore & London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), 31–35.

3 Benjamin, “On Mimetic Faculty,” in Walter Benjamin, Re� ections: Essays, Aphorisms, 
Autobiographical Writings (Edited and with an Introduction by Peter Demetz) (New York: 
Schocken Books, 1986), 333.

4 Michel Foucault, “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” in Language, Counter-Memory, 
Practice (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1980), 154.

5 In Annete Michelson’s words “ ‘The Man with the Movie Camera’ is, among 
other things, a massive testimonial to this concern, sharing hyperbolizing the use of  
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On the other hand, I believe that Vertov’s project and that of  social 
history have much in common. While most critics speak about Vertov’s 
“decoding” of  social reality, he himself  was claiming to document it. In 
his own words: “we simply believe that the main job in cinematography 
is recording documents, and facts, of  life and historical processes.”6 That 
is where his concept of  “life caught unawares” (vrasplokh) comes in, along 
with his insistence that true cinema is based on “unplayed” � lms. In his 
idea of  a documentary, recording and reproduction were valued more 
than instruction.7 Taking the camera to the streets was not discarding 
ideological commitment or the construction/deconstruction of  social 
reality—Vertov acknowledged that both had a place in his work.

He argued for “proceeding from the material to the � lm-object (and 
not from the � lm-object to the material)…”8 because he believed that 
his movies also included a research component. Instead of  working 
from a preexisting conception of  the event or of  the topic, he tried 
to discern resemblances. As Diane Waldman claims, in Vertov’s view 
montage and camera experiments were not just art, but also a means of  
cognition, they “were considered not as ‘tricks’ but as normal methods, 
legitimate research tools.”9 He was fascinated with archival footage. As 
his brother recalls:

Vertov wrote in his diaries that he would have liked to have created 
� lms based totally upon documentary footage. Having gone through 
the archives, he acquired the skill and the desire to work solely with 
documentary footage. He used found archival footage, probably shot by 
cameramen at the front, or footage that had been preserved in the archive 
for long periods of  time . . . I still remember this � lm, and I recall with 
great pleasure each frame of  the civil war, shot by cameramen chosen 
at random and used without regard for chronology, but for the expres-
siveness which lay within each frame. Even though that expressiveness 

metaphor, simile, synecdoche, rhyming images, parataxis—and incurring, above all, 
the reproach of  grammatical inconsistency, one might better term a strategic use of  
anacolutha.” Annete Michelson, “ ‘The Man with the Movie Camera’: From Magician 
to Epistemologist,” Art Forum, v. 10, No. 7 (  June 1972), 66–7.

6 ��� ����	�-
�����	�� ��	���, �	�� ��
��
��� ����� �� �
���	�����—�	��
�������������
	��, ���	��, ���������
, �	�����������������. Dziga 
Vertov, “Iz istorii kinokov” (1929) in his Stat’i/Dnevniki/Zamysly (Moscow, 1966), 120.

7 Paula Rabinowitz, “Wreckage upon Wreckage: History, Documentary and the 
Ruins of  Memory,” History and Theory, v. 32, No. 2 (May 1993), 137.

8 Dziga Vertov, “The Factory of  Facts and Other Writings,” (transl. by Kevin 
O’Brian), October, v. 7, Soviet Revolutionary Culture (Winter, 1978), 110.

9 Diane Waldman, “Critical Theory and Film: Adorno and ‘The Culture Industry’ 
Revisited,” New German Critique, No. 12 (Autumn, 1977), 47.
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was primitive, since the shooting had been very standard, it had been 
extracted from the facts. They were found facts . . .10

In his only article on the movie Vertov himself  says: “Meanwhile, the 
� lm is only the sum of  the facts recorded on � lm, or, if  you like, not 
merely the sum, but also the product, a ‘higher mathematics’ of  facts. 
Each item or each factor is a separate little document.”11 This is one 
of  the earliest statements questioning the distinction between “facts” 
recorded and narrative based on these facts as one between “what 
really happened” and its interpretation. I take Vertov’s statement as 
a legitimization of  what I am about to do—looking not at the “� lm-
thing” but at the material, these separate little documents, believing 
that what counts in Vertov’s work is not only the general impression, 
but also the separate bricks.

Nadpisi

Dziga Vertov starts his most famous � lm with a provocative state-
ment—“� lm without intertitles” or bez nadpisei in the original’s Russian. 
The statement was part of  the larger declaration about the “creation 
of  a truly international absolute language of  cinema on the basis of  its 
complete separation from the language of  theater and literature.” No 
conventional signi� ers were supposed to be used and the visual archive 
had to speak for itself.

In Russian nadpis’ retains the meaning it had before the invention of  
the � lm, meaning any inscription. This ambiguity of  meanings reinforces 
the provocative nature of  Vertov’s statement, since there are inscriptions 
in the � lm, if  not on the � lm. Avoiding inscriptions on the footage does 
not mean avoiding inscriptions in the organization of  everyday life which 
is � lmed. If  we look closely at the � lm, we see that it is packed with 
inscriptions. They strike our eye in shots of  shop windows, newspapers, 
mines, state of� ces and movie studios; they appear on posters, ships, 
streetcars, cigarette boxes, sewing machines and elevators.

10 Mikhail Kaufman, “An Interview with Mikhail Kaufman,” October, v. 11, Essays 
in Honor of  Jay Leyda, (Winter, 1979), 61.

11 Dziga Vertov, “Chelovek’s kinoapparatom” (1928) in his Stat’i/Dnevniki/Zamysly, 
109.
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Some of  these inscriptions have already been analyzed. Vlada Petri� 
noticed that there are inscription-credits explaining the movie’s purpose, 
crediting Dziga Vertov, his brother Mikhail Kaufman and his wife 
Elizaveta Svilova, although the latter’s contribution is underestimated 
and some other people who took part in the movie-production are not 
mentioned at all.

In his analysis, Petri� notices inscription-posters, which are supposed 
to interact with the movie’s ideology. In particular he mentions movie 
posters advertising the commercial German � lms “Awakening of  a 
Woman” and “Green Manuela or Where They Trade in Bodies and 
Souls,”—popular movies which Vertov associates, with the culture of  
NEPmen, decadent and divorced from real life, with the bourgeois 
taste for the juicy, scripted and staged, against which his own movie is  
represented as an alternative.12 There is also another ideological motif  
Petri� notices—a political joke with the Lenin workers’ club, in which, 
according to his view, only a few workers were present.13 In general, 
Petri� emphasizes Vertov’s avant-gardism and revolutionary fervor, as 
well as his readiness to struggle to represent a new life with the help 
of  new media, while traditional means of  representation, inscriptions, 
manifest their hollowness.

This argument is pushed even further by the most recent book on 
Vertov—one by Graham Roberts. Despite claiming that “it is important 
to watch out for text contained in the � lm’s images. Signs in particular 
give the � lm a sense of  anchorage,”14 Roberts does not delve into their 
analysis. He cites examples of  signs like “keep it clean” only to reinforce 
his main thesis about the ideological message of  the � lm and his own 
portrayal of  Vertov as the “Man of  Steel of  Soviet Cinema,” believ-
ing that in the movie we see the division of  society into “healthy” and 
“unhealthy” parts, juxtaposing socialist workers and sportsmen to NEP 
women, with their make-up and idle lifestyle, order against disorder, 
machinery against handiwork, ef� ciency against inef� ciency and so on. 
I do not believe that Vertov’s portrayal of  Soviet life can be divorced 
from the ideology he had professed, but I also believe that there is more 

12 Vlada Petri�, Constructivism in Film: The Man with the Movie Camera: A Cinematic 
Analysis (Cambridge University Press, 1987), 86–87.

13 Ibid., 108.
14 Graham Roberts, The Man with a Movie Camera (London-New York: I.B. Tauris 

Publishers, 2000), 47.
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than ideology in Vertov’s analysis of  Soviet society in the 1920s. Written 
signs that appear in the movie are but one example of  this.

Languages

First of  all I was struck by the fact that Vertov’s critics and interpreters 
did not seem to notice the very obvious fact that the inscriptions in 
the movie are not in the same language. If  we group these inscriptions 
according to the language used we may provisionally come up with the 
three more or less obvious categories:

Foreign-language (using Latin script) and pointing outside of  the Soviet 
Union

Russian-language
Ukrainian-language

Let us start with the numerically smallest group—the one including 
foreign inscriptions. Usually these appear on imported objects con-
taining mechanisms: elevators, sewing machines, typewriter, the lenses 
of  the camera itself, even a bottle-opener. This is not surprising if  we 
take into account the technological backwardness of  the Soviet Union 
in the 1920s and the importation precisely of  high-tech machinery. 
Some of  these are inherited from the equally “backward” (in terms of  
technology) Russian Empire. Interestingly, foreign language signs also 
appear in the beer hall, perhaps pointing to the more open and cos-
mopolitan character of  this kind of  public space in the Soviet Union 
of  the 1920s.

Usually messages of  shots showing beer and the beer hall are inter-
preted as directed against alcohol consumption and certain kinds of  
bourgeois leisure. It must be noted however, that in the 1920s beer 
was quite often seen as a healthy substitute for moonshine, and thus 
bene� cial to both consumer and state.15 The public in the beer hall 
appears to be not a bourgeois public, like one � lmed on the beach, as 
spectators during sport events, or in the privacy of  their apartments, 
but a diverse one, including bohemian and working class patrons.

15 Victor Margolin, “Constructivism and the Modern Poster,” Art Journal, v. 44, No. 1, 
The Poster (Spring, 1984), 29.
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With Russian and Ukrainian inscriptions the situation is more com-
plex. 1929, the year of  the movie’s release was also the beginning of  
the Stalinist “great breakthrough”—the � rst � ve-year plan, the mass col-
lectivization of  agriculture, the development of  heavy industry, the end 
of  the NEP, and the end of  the policy of  Ukrainization (ukraïnizatsiia). 
Ukrainization was part of  the Soviet policy of  nativization, aimed at 
correcting wrongs in� icted by the Russian Empire and securing space 
for national sentiments in the Soviet framework. No analysis of  the 
movie’s ideology even tries to analyze the movie’s map of  Ukrainization, 
although for the contemporaries the issue was of  great signi� cance.

Moreover, the movie itself  was made amidst the struggles around 
the language and status of  the subjects of  the Soviet Federation. 
The movie was produced by VUFKU, the All-Ukrainian Photo and 
Cinema Administration, the second largest Soviet cinema-producing 
trust, competing with other trusts for the audience, � lmmakers and 
state resources. In mid-October 1927, discussing the shortcoming of  
Sovkino (the central Soviet movie studio), Mayakovsky made bitter 
references to this competition which clearly divided the Soviet audience 
into national segments:

Take this very moment, for example, when in Ukraine they don’t show 
pictures made by Sovkino—but they have just now signed an agreement 
to show them. We should be sorry for the Ukraine (Applause) “Mr. 
Lloyd’s Trip” will now travel even further. Of  course, the Ukraine evens 
accounts—VUFKU sends us “Taras Trasilo”.16

Vertov himself  used the rivalry between VUFKU and Sovkino: he 
enjoyed, inside of  VUFKU, special status as a director poached by 
VUFKU from Sovkino.17 It is very probable that VUFKU, at the time 
directed by the Ukrainian futurists, was the only studio in the Soviet 
Union where an experiment like Vertov’s movie was possible.18

In Vertov’s only article on “Man with a Movie Camera” we see 
references to the heated debates around the movie in Kharkiv and 

16 Jay Leyda, Kino. A History of  the Russian and Soviet Film (New York: Collier Books, 
1960), 229.

17 Roberts, The Man with a Movie Camera, 32.
18 This has been suggested in Bohdan Y. Nebesio, review of  Vlada Petri�, Constructiv-

ism in Film: The Man with the Movie Camera. A Cinematic Analysis (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), Slavic Review, v. 54, No. 3 (Autumn, 1995), 748.
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Kyiv, not in Moscow.19 And one of  Vertov’s articles was published 
in New Generation, a Kharkiv-based journal of  Ukrainian futurists 
in Ukrainian. But this paper does not attempt to “claim” Vertov or 
his movie for Ukrainian culture. I believe that Vertov saw himself  as 
an international artist and explicitly de� ned the Man with the Movie 
Camera as an attempt to develop an international language of  cinema, 
although this does not mean that he was not paying attention to the 
national and language controversies around him.

The city depicted in the movie is a collective image constructed from 
the footage taken largely in Kyiv, Odesa and Moscow. There is some 
additional footage as well. Geographically it comes from Donbass (part 
of  the footage later used in “Enthusiasm. Symphony of  Donbass”, 
Vertov’s � rst sound � lm), and from Ukrainian provincial towns. You 
can de� nitely see that some inscriptions are in Russian because they 
are taken in Moscow, and some in Ukrainian because they are taken in 
Ukraine. But the presence of  Russian inscriptions cannot be explained 
by simply the Russian footage from Moscow. A city from Vertov’s movie 
is not a combination of  concrete cities. He envisions the urban setting 
as heterogeneous linguistically, as a Ukrainian city was in the 1920s.

The footage was taken during the high peak of  Ukrainization. The 
Ukrainization “by decree” that took place in 1923–25 was replaced in 
1925–26 by the “true” Ukrainization orchestrated by Lazar’ Kagan-
ovich. Language policy stated that “Ukrainian was to be the exclusive 
language of  the public sphere . . . All public announcements, all signs, 
all of� cial stamps and blanks were to be exclusively in Ukrainian.”20

This latter question, of  visual signs and of  the language dominat-
ing the public space was considered to be of  foremost importance. A 
prominent Ukrainian communist of� cial, in response to an attack on 
Ukrainization in 1926, said:

Take the question of  signs and posters, which seems to be a petty anec-
dotal question. It is really an extremely serious question. . . . You say that 
Petliura also repainted signs and now we are doing the same thing. That’s 
absolutely right. Like Petliura we are repainting signs, but this doesn’t 
scare us . . . it is used to be that the peasant came to the city and thought 
he was in a foreign [chuzhoi] city. We need to create an environment 

19 Dziga Vertov, “The Factory of  Facts and Other Writings,” (transl. by Kevin 
O’Brian), October, v. 7, Soviet Revolutionary Culture (Winter, 1978), 127–8.

20 Terry Martin, The Af� rmative Action Empire. Nations and Nationalism in the Soviet Union, 
1923–1939 (Cornell University Press, 2001), 88.
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where the peasant gets used to seeing Ukrainian signs, announcements 
and posters.21

The policy of  Ukrainization in the 1920s was neither unidirectional nor 
unidimensional. In Ukraine in the 1920s local political and intellectual 
forces opposing and backing ukraïnizatsiia were in near equilibrium.22 
And the most problematic for total Ukrainization was precisely the 
urban setting. Terry Martin has helped us to understand the logic 
behind Ukrainization and showed that it stopped when it came to 
factories and of� ces: “It was no surprise that a political controversy 
would center on the Ukrainization of  the proletariat. This was the one 
Russian ‘urban island,’ to use Zatonskyi’s phrase, exempted from the 
April 1925 Ukrainization decrees. Moreover, this exemption was due to 
Stalin’s personal intervention.”23 The � nal halt to Ukrainization came 
with Stalin’s revolution, namely the “great breakthrough” of  1928–29. 
Stalin associated Russian with the hard line, with the revolution from 
above, and with industry.24

Terry Matin’s summary of  Ukrainization reads as follows:

The goal of  this project had been to create a total linguistic urban 
environment that would compel both Ukrainians and Russians to adopt 
Ukrainian as the language of  public life in Ukraine. However, the two 
most important arenas where Ukrainian residents assimilated an urban 
identity, the factory and the of� ce, remained dominated by the Russian 
language.25

Now if  we go back to Vertov’s movie, the map of  Ukrainization is 
de� nitely present. I suspect that the movie was at least partly intended 
to include such a map: Ukrainian dominates signs in the city’s public 
sphere, services sector, and light industry, while Russian dominates heavy 
industry, the military, strategic transportation, and so on. There is also 
a temporal dimension—many signs in Russian predate the Revolution, 
while those in Ukrainian are new and fresh.

But if  I thought that Vertov had only done this—provided an illustra-
tion to Terry Martin’s argument—I would not have written this paper 
about his � lm. I believe that in the Man with the Movie Camera, 

21 Ibid., 89.
22 Ibid., 77.
23 Ibid., 96.
24 Ibid., 269–272.
25 Ibid., 122.
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Vertov does something historians have failed to do in their analysis 
of  Ukrainization. Pointing to the domains in which either one or the 
other language prevails, Vertov also shows their intersections, crossovers 
and co-existence thus providing a picture more complex than existing 
historical accounts of  Ukrainization. Sequences of  frames with the 
inscriptions in different languages create this effect, but there are also 
frames that include both languages.

The drinking establishment in Kyiv is the � rst example of  this—we 
see Ukrainian and Russian as equal partners (Illustration 1). The impres-
sion of  parity in the relationship between two languages is accentuated 
by symmetry in the allocation of  Ukrainian and Russian signs in rela-
tion to the imagined central axis of  the frame dividing the façade into 
two parts. But this symmetry is not one of  juxtaposition—languages 
are not assigned just to one side of  the frame but appear on both sides 
interchangeably. The goal of  such an allocation seems to be turning 
this diner/bar/beer-hall into an establishment equally attractive to the 
speakers of  both languages.

Another example in which both languages appear is provided by the 
shots of  a newspaper posted on a wall. The newspaper’s title itself  is in 
Ukrainian—Fil’mar, but its content is in both Russian and in Ukrainian 
(Illustration 2). One would wonder how such a newspaper was classi� ed 
in the statistics—as Ukrainian or Russian? The shot of  the newspaper 
is especially interesting because it is connected with the environment 
in which Vertov’s � lm was produced. The wall newspaper is at the 
movie studio, or, perhaps, for the team producing the movie. Its title 
can be translated as “Cinema-man.” Administered by the futurists, 
the Ukrainian cinema industry of  the 1920s must have been open not 
only to artistic experimentation, but also to internationalism, which was 
part of  their program.26 Vertov himself, being on the editorial board 
of  the Ukrainian futurists’ journal Nova Generatsiia (“New Genera-
tion”) must have shared their ideas about languages’ interaction and 
relationship in Ukraine.

In the case of  the wall newspaper, we see conscious toleration for 
the simultaneous usage of  Ukrainian and Russian. We have to note 
that Mykhail’ Semenko, the leader of  the Ukrainian futurists and, 

26 For the participation of  Ukrainian futurists in the Ukrainian cinema industry 
in the 1920s and for their internationalism see Oleh S. Ilnytzkyj, Ukrainian Futurism, 
1914–1930: A Historical and Critical Study (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Ukrainian Research 
Institute, distributed by Harvard University Press, 1997).
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Illustration 1.

Illustration 2.
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for a time in the 1920s, an administrator of  the Ukrainian cinema, 
was, among other things, accused by the more established � gures of  
Ukrainian literature of  submission to Russian in� uences and the use 
of  Russian forms in his poetry.27 It is plausible to see this acceptance of  
the linguistically diverse public space and exploration of  the possibili-
ties offered by it (as exempli� ed by the wall newspaper) as the way in 
which the futurists’ declared internationalism was practiced.

The last example of  the condominium of  Ukrainian and Russian 
in one frame is a sign that reads “father or leader of  fascism”. This 
is a sign in which the languages intermix. The Ukrainian “i” is used 
here instead of  “” because a Russian rule is applied to the Ukrainian 
spelling (this is a common mistake when someone switches to written 
Ukrainian from written Russian—it was quite common in the mid-
1990s as well). Did this mixed-language inscription enter the footage 
accidentally? I do not think so. From the very beginning, the � lm signals 
that it “will focus on a close examination of  even the most (apparently) 
unimportant details.”28

The sign itself  is, perhaps, one of  the � rst examples of  surzhyk, or 
the vernacular mixture of  Ukrainian and Russian, to be � lmed. Usually 
surzhyk is de� ned as an artifact of  oral culture but it has been consciously 
used in Ukrainian literature since the end of  the nineteenth century to 
portray a particular type of  character or a particular type of  utterance. 
In most cases it was used with negative connotations as an antipode 
of  “correct” or “pure” language.29 Serhy Yekelchyk has demonstrated 
that it was used in written form effectively by Ostap Vyshnia in the 
late 1940s without the usual assignment to it of  a lower value, or open 
ridicule.30 In the 1920s, however, Ostap Vyshnia was still making fun 
of  surzhyk and it seems that the only member of  the literati who took 
surzhyk seriously was Mykhail’ Semenko, the founder of  Ukrainian 
futurism, who explored its poetic possibilities.31

27 Ibid., passim.
28 Roberts, The Man with a Movie Camera, 48.
29 For the discussion of  linguistic “purism” directed against surzhyk and the ideologi-

cal side of  this discussion see Laada M. Bilaniuk, The Politics of  Language and Identity in 
Post-Soviet Ukraine (Ph.D dissertation: University of  Michigan, 1998).

30 Serhy Yekelchyk, “No Laughing Matter: State Regimentation of  Ukrainian Humor 
and Satire under High Stalinism (1943–1953),” Canadian American Slavic Studies, v. 48, 
No. 1 (Spring, 2006), 79–100.

31 I would like to thank Nadiya Chushak for this observation.
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Illustration 3.

Illustration 4.
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In the movie, together with the articles on the wall newspaper, this 
is one of  two legible cases of  text handwritten by people and not pro-
duced by machines. There is also a case of  people � lling in forms in 
the registrar’s of� ce, registering marriages and divorces—but we do not 
see the language, only numbers can be recognized. The sign “father 
of  fascism” is linguistically hybrid and, properly speaking, belongs to 
neither Ukrainian nor Russian, and thus re� ects the prevalent language 
condition of  Soviet Ukraine in the 1920s better than the historical and 
sociological descriptions which operate with categories of  Russian and 
Ukrainian. We should remember that both Russian and Ukrainian 
were normative codi� ed � ctions being imposed upon the heteroglossia 
of  the everyday language.

Popular

The setting is a shooting range: on the surface, a setting de� ned by ideol-
ogy, but also a classical locus of  Soviet popular culture. The institution 
necessary to prepare citizens for the eventual defense of  the socialist 
motherland was also a place of  cheap entertainment, especially in the 
absence of  casinos and gambling machines. It had a commercial lot-
tery element to it, with cash prizes being won, bets made, and so on. 
Its physical location was usually an amusement park, sometimes a train 
or bus station, or collective farm markets, in short—a shadowy zone of  
not-too-orthodox Soviet behavior. Just like the hybrid sign, this form 
of  popular culture did not arise on separate neutral ground—it existed 
inside of  the folds of  ideology without coinciding with it.

The question then arises about Vertov’s relationship to the popular. 
Usually this relationship is described as the most problematic part of  
his � lmmaking career. He is portrayed as a man experimenting with 
things inaccessible to average people, as a dif� cult avantgardist artist 
assimilable by other avant-garde artists but not by “the people”: “The 
underlying dilemma is fundamental to any radical cultural movement 
that, be it in 1968 France or 1917 Russia, attempts to justify simultane-
ously its relevance to the surrounding Proletarian Revolution and its 
‘enlightened,’ non-Proletarian aesthetic tastes.”32

32 Gregory T. Taylor, “The Cognitive Instrument in the Service of  Revolutionary 
Change”: Sergei Eisenstein, Annette Michelson, and the Avant-Garde’s Scholarly 
Aspiration,” Cinema Journal, v. 31, No. 4 (Summer, 1992), 47.
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It became a staple to see the movie as a glori� cation of  produc-
tion, machinery, mechanization, multiplication, Taylorism and so 
on. Aronowitz reads The Man with the Movie Camera as a � lm for 
instruction, a � lm of  the machine age: “Vertov was the master of  the 
revolutionary decade of  Soviet cinema precisely because he internalized 
into his art the politics of  industrialization, the massi� cation of  images, 
not presented as a � ction, but represented as fact. It is the conscious 
subsumption of  social life under the ethic and imperative of  production 
that marks this � lm and that made Vertov the supreme documentary 
� lmmaker of  the early years of  the revolution.”33

The same kind of  reasoning is seen in the descriptions of  Vertov’s 
relationships with his audiences. Peter Kenez’s words about Vertov 
are an example of  this: “He was blamed—with justice—for being 
primarily interested in artistic experimentation. . . . In the age of  � lms 
for the millions, Vertov had no role to play.”34 However, the relation-
ship between the Soviet cinema of  the 1920s and Stalinist cinema of  
the 1930s was not that simple. The 1930s were not exactly the age of  
the � lms for millions. The 1930s witnessed a general decline in both 
domestic production and imports:

The First Five Year Plan and the Cultural Revolution had a profoundly 
negative effect on Soviet cinema. Not only the immortals like Eisenstein 
were victims. Those directors who made the entertainment pictures that 
were truly for the masses were affected in equal measure, and the audi-
ences that loved these � lms suffered accordingly.35

Vertov’s attitude to “people” and the relationship between his work and 
potential viewers is also simpli� ed in the above-cited generalizations. 
To prove Vertov’s disdain for a popular following, Kinoks’ Manifesto 
is often cited:

We raise our protest against the collusion of  the director as enchanter 
with the public submissive to enchantment.

Only consciousness can � ght the sway of  magic.
Only consciousness can form a man of  � rm opinion and solid conviction.
We need conscious men, not an unconscious mass submissive to any 
 passing suggestion.

33 Stanley Aronowitz, “Film: The Art Form of  Late Capitalism,” Social Text, No. 1 
(Winter, 1979), 119.

34 Peter Kenez, “The Cultural Revolution in Cinema,” Slavic Review, v. 47, No. 3 
(Autumn, 1988), 425.

35 Denise J. Youngblood, “The Fate of  Soviet Popular Cinema during the Stalin 
Revolution,” Russian Review, v. 50 (April 1991), 162.
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Long live the class consciousness of  healthy men with eyes and ears 
 to see and hear with.
Away with the perfumed veil of  kisses, murder, doves and prestidigitation.
Long live the class vision.
Long live the cinema eye.36

Even from this manifesto we see that Vertov’s stance against staged � lm 
does not entail discarding one’s viewers. It is just that he, like many 
other futurists, believed in the possibility of  reeducating the masses. In 
the context of  the Soviet cultural revolution taking place in the 1920s it 
seemed quite plausible that instead of  assimilating decadent bourgeois 
mass culture, the masses could be taught to embrace a new art of  the 
future. Ironically, those who accuse Vertov of  elitism tend to follow in 
the footsteps of  the Soviet court critics from the late 1920s and early 
1930s. Vertov himself  was very concerned with the popularity of  his 
� lms. In his texts from the 1920s we see a genuine belief  that documen-
taries are a truly popular kind of  cinema. Let us take as an example 
Vertov’s own experience with the rural audience while traveling with 
a movable projector in the countryside:

The viewers, still unspoiled, do not understand the arti� ces of  theatrical-
ity. A ‘lady’ remains for them a lady, no matter what ‘peasant clothing’ 
you show her in. These viewers are seeing the movie screen for the � rst 
or second time; they still do not understand the taste of  � lm-moonshine; 
and when, after the sugary actors of  a � lm-drama, real peasants appear 
on the screen, they all perk up and stare at the screen.

A real tractor, of  which they know only from hearsay, has gone over 
a few acres and plowed them in a few minutes, before the viewers’ 
very eyes. Conversations, shouts, questions. There’s not a word about 
the actors. On the screen are their own kind, real people. There isn’t a 
single false, theatrical movement to unmask the screen, to deprive it of  
the peasants’ con� dence.37

How about the much celebrated image of  a magician that for the � rst 
time appears in “Kino-Truth” and from there enters The Man with 
the Movie Camera? Everyone agrees that magician is a metaphor for 
cinematography. Some pointed out that the magician is also “a worker, 

36 Annete Michelson, “ ‘The Man with the Movie Camera’: From Magician to 
Epistemologist,” Art Forum, v. 10, No. 7 (  June 1972), 66.

37 Dziga Vertov, “The Factory of  Facts and Other Writings,” (transl. by Kevin 
O’Brian), October, v. 7, Soviet Revolutionary Culture (Winter, 1978), 114.
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someone who earns his bread by the creation of  illusion. . . .”38 But the 
magician from the movie is de� nitely part of  popular entertainment 
and operates in the setting of  an entertainment park. To produce illu-
sions you do not have to pretend, to stage: you can play with reality 
and real things just like both magicians and Vertov do.

If  we take a famous excerpt in which Vertov speaks against the staged 
movie or “kinodrama” we see that he identi� es himself  with the audi-
ence, with the viewers despised by the makers of  kinodrama:

Kinodrama—is an opium for the people. Kinodrama and religion—are 
deadly weapons in the hands of  the capitalists. The scenario—is a tale 
thought up for us [my emphasis] by literary people. . . . Down with the 
bourgeois tale-scenario! Hurrah for life as it is!39

The original text is even stronger than the above excerpt used by Jay 
Leyda. The manifesto against staged � lm is in fact an ode to the quo-
tidian, to everyday life and “simple” people:

Kinodrama—is an opium for the people.
Down with the immortal kings and queens of  the screen. Long live 
 ordinary people, � lmed in life at their usual business.
Down with the bourgeois tale-scenarios! Hurrah for life as it is!
Kinodrama and religion—are deadly weapons in the hands of  the capitalists. 
 With the demonstration of  our revolutionary routine we’ll knock 
 weapons from the enemy hands.
Contemporary art drama—is a vestige of  the old world. This is an attempt 
 to pour our revolutionary reality into bourgeois forms.
Down with staging of  the everyday: � lm us unawares (vrasplokh), the 
 way we are.
Scenario—is a tale, made up by literati about us. We live our own lives 
 and submit to no one’s tales.40

From this we see that Vertov does not equate the popular with the com-
mercial and believes in the possibility of  artistic � lms that will become 
popular among the people whose lives they show.

Connections between the Soviet avant-garde and the popular go 
beyond the question of  a product’s popularity to the very heart of  
popular practices and their usage. I have already shown that hybrid 

38 Annete Michelson, “ ‘The Man with the Movie Camera’: From Magician to 
Epistemologist,” Art Forum, v. 10, No. 7 (  June 1972), 66.

39 Jay Leyda, Kino. A History of  the Russian and Soviet Film (New York: Collier Books, 
1960), 200.

40 Dziga Vertov, “Vremennaia instruktsiia kruzhkam “Kinoglaza” (1926) in his 
Stat’i/Dnevniki/Zamysly, 96.
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language was one such popular practice explored by the futurists and 
Dziga Vertov. But there is also a visual link in the “father of  fascism” 
sign.

The “montage style” of  Soviet � lms from the 1920s was connected 
with the avant-garde in graphic arts.41 The sign from the shooting 
range, although drawn by some local amateur, resembles some of  the 
constructivist posters. The link between the two is the tradition of  
cheap printed images that circulated among the lower classes of  the 
Russian Empire.

One of  the most famous constructivist graphic artists, Alexander 
Rodchenko, drew intertitles for Vertov’s Kinopravda. He also worked in 
the Russian telegraph agency (ROSTA) set up in 1917 by the Bolsheviks 
for propaganda purposes. “The ROSTA poster artists intentionally used 
crude stenciled images and the dramatization of  con� icts to appeal 
visually to their largely illiterate or barely literate audiences.”42 Very 
often they drew on the lubok tradition—that of  woodblock prints dat-
ing from the seventeenth century. ROSTA actually had a special lubok 
division for the production of  revolutionary lubok.

If  we go back to the verbal, the � rst part of  the sign—bat’ko—also 
points to the vernacular tradition: this was a designation of  peasant 
Civil War warlords in Ukraine, the most famous of  them being the 
anarchist bat’ko Makhno.

Conclusions 

To sum up, I do not think that in Vertov’s � lm that location of  the 
hybrid vernacular in the domain of  popular culture, where it � nds 
space for articulation, is accidental. Pointing to it, Vertov corrects the 
descriptions and explanations of  the language situation we � nd in the 
works of  historians studying normative visions, operating with national 
languages as actually existing units and neglecting the everyday—, the 
everyday on its own, and not as re� ected in state policies, party deci-
sions and intellectuals’ projects.

41 David Bordwell, “The Idea of  Montage in Soviet Art and Film,” Cinema Journal, 
v. 11, No. 2 (Spring, 1972), 9–17.

42 Victor Margolin, “Constructivism and the Modern Poster,” Art Journal, v. 44, No. 
1, The Poster (Spring, 1984), 28.
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Paula Rabinowitz, discussing the relation between documentary and 
history, claims that “looking, then, is always a historical act.”43 This 
interpretation of  Vertov’s work proves that he was � rst and foremost a 
historian. Vertov is also a particular kind of  historian. Vertov’s ideologi-
cally motivated factuality—“Filming facts. Sorting facts. Disseminating 
facts. Agitating with facts. Propaganda with facts. Fists made of  facts”44 
is in a way parallel to the radical agenda of  the factuality of  social 
history. Both look for minutiae, unprivileged events and details, and 
raise them to the status of  facts. Both pay attention to the everyday, the 
insigni� cancies of  which can in fact matter more than the Historical 
Facts of  conventional history.

43 Paula Rabinowitz, “Wreckage upon Wreckage: History, Documentary and the 
Ruins of  Memory,” History and Theory, v. 32, No. 2 (May 1993), 137.

44 Dziga Vertov, “The Factory of  Facts and Other Writings,” (transl. by Kevin 
O’Brian), October, v. 7, Soviet Revolutionary Culture (Winter, 1978), 112.
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